GLOBAL EDUCATION LEARNING OUTCOMES:
(draft: April 10, 2008)

1) **KNOWLEDGE:**
   * of the interconnection of global political, economic, cultural, and environmental systems
   * of global processes - including historical development and contemporary expression - and the academic debates surrounding them
   * of globalization as a complex, varied, and fluid human construction

2) **SKILLS:**
   * able to consider the world - or any event in it - from multiple perspectives
   * able to engage appropriately in cross-cultural communication
   * able to see common humanity in human diversity
   * able to link the local to the global
   * able to perceive the global consequences of personal choices
   * able to connect Scripture to globalization issues

3) **CHARACTER FORMATION:**
   * Sustainability
   * Stewardship
   * Justice
   * Respect
   * Egalitarian
   * Open-minded
   * Empathy

**ISSUES:**
1) Learning outcomes not just for students, must be community learning outcomes.
2) Learning outcomes must be integrated across the curriculum, not confined to a few classes or experiences.
3) Learning outcomes need to shape decisions around hiring, budget, and curriculum.